
The Cooks Clean Up 

Based on the interrogation of the German Company (-) holding the center of the Rileys’ start line at 
Troteval farm. 

Troteval farm was in the middle of the start line 
and the last significant enemy strongpoint 
between St Andre sur-Orme and Bouguebus in 
the Canadian 2nd Infantry Division sector.      

 

D Company of the Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal (holding Beauvoir Farm to the west) was given the task of 
clearing Troteval Farm to secure the start line for the main assault on Verrieres by the Royal Hamilton 
Light Infantry.  Major Dextraze hand-picked the assault force from his depleted company, which was 
defending Beauvoir with cooks and clerks pressed into the infantry role.  Preceding and during the initial 
armored and infantry approach on the farm, a 4 gun battery of 25-pounder field guns shelled the farm 
for 3 APs.  Not knowing where the Germans were located, the barrage was targeted on the center of the 
farm with area fire.  Under the cover of night and the artillery barrage, D Company advanced across an 
open field to a low hedge line.  On the right (south), 2 tanks advanced ahead each with a squad aboard 
to secure the south side of the farm.  Due consideration was given to advancing down the road towards 
the farm or swinging around a set of low hills to the north of the farm, but was abandoned as too 
complex an operation for the inexperienced units.  Furthermore, splitting the attack would not allow 
coordination at night, and that approach was too obvious. 

Interrogation of Capt Steinbrinner (1st Kompanie Commander at Troteval Farms):  The first 
rounds of the barrage landed mostly to the east of the farm.  A few fell on the north with a 
couple falling on the road.  I ordered the kompanie to take cover and noted the sounds of heavy 
tracked vehicles to the west.  The barrage's second volley fell on several of the buildings and 
walled areas of the farm.  The third volley fell east of the farm, among the orchards and along 
the surrounding walls.  1st platoon was hit especially hard, losing the platoon commander and 
the attached MG42 team.  This was a significant blow to the defenses on the north side of the 
farm.  We heard the unmistakable sound of the approaching tanks, but the darkness precluded 
our ability to locate them. 
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The Canadians continued to approach the farm.  The artillery barrage failed to start any fires in the farm, 
which the Canadians could use to orient on their objective and backlight the German defenders.  Thus, 
our identification efforts were unsuccessful.  The attached tanks to the south continued across the low 
hedges, keeping the embarked soldiers aboard.  The rest of the infantry units and tanks continued east 
with encouragement and direction.  At the low hedge, the northern force paused to observe the farm 
and identify German positions for the 3 supporting tanks to attack.  The leading tanks crossed the hedge 
and proceeded to the north/south gravel road.  The rest of the southern platoon proceeded to the 
corner of the field south of the farm, prior to moving to the southwest orchard. 

Capt Steinbrinner: It was 
apparent that the paved road was not 
being used as an approach avenue.  
Consequently, I sent a runner to the 
attached ATG with orders to reorient 
and cover the western flank of the 
farm.  The runner was to circle back 
through the 1st platoon survivors and 
have them gather at the rally point in 
the large worker building in the center 
of the farm across from my position in 
the farm house.  A second runner was 

dispatched to 2nd platoon to pull them back to the fallback foxholes in the center of the farm complex.  
Meanwhile, I was on the radio with 272nd Infanterie Division to report the approach of tanks, the loss of 
20% of my force, and to request reinforcements.   
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 With a coordinated 
spasm, D Company vaulted 
the hedge and crossed the 
open ground toward the 
south and west walls of the 
farm complex.  This action 
exposed several German 
positions along the south 
wall.  One building in the 
complex was identified and 
immediately brought under 
fire from a western tank that 
could finally make out a 
building in the darkness.  The 
tank that had just offloaded 

its infantry brought a German infantry squad position under intense machine gun fire with little effect.  
The Panzerschreck team fired point blank at the approaching squad as it reached the orchard wall 
behind which the team was sheltering.  An adjacent German squad also fired on the same squad to 
protect the Panzerschreck team.  The 2nd platoon leader, seeing the approach of at least 3 squads of 
enemy infantry, prepared to withdraw through his second squad at the gate of the orchard.  The second 
runner after alerting the center MMG to go to the rally point, got to the 2nd squad of 2nd platoon at the 
orchard gate just as it came under blind fire from the Sherman (now close enough to make out the 
type).  This reduced the squad to nearly half strength, but missed the runner on the other side of the 
orchard wall.  The disembarked infantry and the other southeast tank (w/infantry aboard) moved to the 
hedge corner at the southeast farm edge. 

Capt Steinbrinner:  The heavy infantry presence with tanks was overwhelming.  I had 
already ordered a withdrawal to the rally point and nearby fall back positions.  We would try to 
hold the main farm building as long as possible.  Regiment replied that there was a general push 
along this sector and that reinforcements were delayed until a better picture of the attack could 
be developed.  I gathered my command team and prepared to move to the rally point. 

The Canadians swarmed over the walls, 
engaging the Panzershreck team and the 
supporting squad.  The other squad 
retreated towards the rally point, and the 
2nd platoon commander withdrew to the 
squad’s foxhole before his jump to the rally 
point.  The Panzershreck team was lost and 
the supporting squad was suppressed when 
the Canadian closed to melee, but the 
squad made their escape roll moving 
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through the garden of the large white maintenance building towards the rally point, and with a 2-AP 
pause (to remove suppression) reached it.  This German squad was finally captured by two Canadian 
squads.  Just prior, the remaining MMG entered the rally point building and ascended to the third floor 
where it reached the only south facing window in the building.  Upon looking out the window, the MMG 
leader saw a Canadian squad in the open near the maintenance walled area (having just captured the 
German squad).  The MMG immediately fired on the Canadians, killing two and wounding four.  That 
squad became suppressed and went to ground.  2nd platoon commander’s team was eliminated at the 
orchard gate by blind fire from the Canadian squads and a tank that had advanced into the orchard.  The 
other German 2nd platoon squad recovered in the rally point walled complex and entered the rally point 
building.  

Capt Steinbrinner:  I saw some of 2nd platoon enter the rally point building before 
dashing across to the rally point.  Upon entering, my defense consisted of one full squad from 1st 
platoon, a fully functional MMG team, two slightly reduced squads from 2nd platoon and four 
Panzerfausts spread throughout the building.  However, the five undamaged tanks started 
bombarding the rally point building, suppressing all inside and starting the building on fire.  With 
the utmost concern for the men of my command, I surrendered. 

While securing the farm, the Canadians discovered a destroyed ATG at the northeast corner of the farm, 
pointed south. 
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